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REPORT OF REPS BOOKLAUNCH
MAY 2O2I

Saturday l5n' May 2O2l attracted a large
audience to a special event in the REPS calendar.
Not only was it the public launch of the much-
anticipated new book, but it was the first
opportunity in over twelve months for a face-to-
face gathering of REPS members and ftiends. The
relief from COVID restrictions gave an added
joyful btuz to the atmosphere as the greetings and
animated conversation flowed.

On entering the foyer of St John's church
hall, members and guests were greeted by a banner
with a beautiful montage of colour photographs

from the new book, A Guide to the Robertson
Rairforest: Trees, Sltrubs, Vines and Ferns of the
Yarrawo Bruslt.

W 
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Ted Smith with the pop-up banner

The book is an updatod, expanded second
edition in colour of the original black and white
versioa, A Guide to the Yarrawo Brush, which was
published by REPS in 1993 and has been used ever
since as the principal reference to the plants of our
local rainforest. Many members will have already
read the article by project co-ordinator and
botanical artist Dr Cathryn Coutts in the June
edition of the Robertson News, detailing the
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painstaking process of preparing the new edition,
the differences between it and the first edition, and
acknowledgement of the specific contributions
made by all who worked on the book. At the back
of the hall, an enlarged copy of a new rainforest
ffi&p, prepared for the book by Dr Allan Stiles and
Ian Perkins from Wingecarribee Shire Council,
drew a great deal of interested attention and
discussion.

Peter Glass congratulating Cathryn Coutts

The launch was attended by several
members who contributed to that first edition,
some of whom also senred on the corrmittee which
produced the new book. Other special guests
included Federal member for Whitlam Stephen
Jones MP, the Principal and girl captain of
Robertson Public School, renowned locally born
botanist and author Gwen Harden, ffid local
Aboriginal elder 'Aunty' Trish Levefi, who began
the official proceedings with a welcome to country.
REPS president Peter Glass drew the audience's
affention to the beautiful artwork by Trish on the
first page of the book.

Long-time REPS member Bob Mclnnes,
who contributed the photographs for both editions
of the book, contrasted the way the black and white
photos for the first edition were taken indoors
using plant samples, and the film sent to be
processed in Canberra, with the use of modern
digital colour photography in the field for the new
book.

Gwen Harden and Cathryn Coutts

Peter Glass spoke about the recognition by
community members of the need to preserve and
protect the unique Robertson environment which
led to the founding of REPS in 1990. He reminded
the audience of the many achievements made by
REPS since that time, especially the continuous
care and regeneration of the Robertson Rainforest
Reserve and the Caalong Creek area over 31 years.
He pointed out that the original aims of REPS are
still the same and just as important today, saying
"They weren't idle words then and they're not idle
words no'w".

,

Cathryn Coutts introducing the book
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Peter paid tribute to the tireless work of
Cathy Couffs in coordinating the project over the
two years it took to bring it to completion. Cathy
then presented a slide show giving an overview of
the new book's contents, layout and user-friendly
features that make it easily accessible to a wide
range of users. She thanked each contributor to the
work.

Neil Boughton and Bob Mclnnes,
Neil's drawings and Bob's photos

featured in the 1993 edition

In 2019 the Robertson rainforest was
declared critically endangered under Australian
government legislation. Peter recounted how REPS
had hosted representatives from the Department of
the Environment in Canberra, taking them to see

for themselves the rainforest reserve and some
remnants on private land. This visit led directly to
the critically endangered classification, the last one
before the classification of 'extinct'. Peter
corrmented that this is something we never want to
see in Robertson. He told how the new
classification had provided the final impetus to
begin work on updating the rainforest book. A
Commonwealth Government grant of $5,000 was
obtained with the help of Stephen Jones MP, whom
Peter introduced to the audience as a good friend of
REPS and several other organisations in
Robertson.

Stephen Jones thanked Trish Levett and the
Gundungurra people for their custodianship of
country, ffid told of how what he had been taught
in school about Charles Throsby 'discovering' the
first route between Robertson and the coast had
been replaced by a proper understanding that
Throsby had simply been shown one of the
pathways that had been used by the Gundungurra
people for millennia. Stephen said that his long-
held corlmitment to protecting the environment

pre-dated his election to parliament, beginning
with his participation in a movement during the
1970s and 80s that prevented development of the
Illawarra escarpment for housing. Saying, "You
can't protect what you can't see", he expressed his
view that the new book will lead people to see the
detail of what is actually there in the rainforest, so

that they will be less likely to dismiss it as just a
green mass that they rush past on their way to drive
down Macquarie Pass. He concluded by
commending the work of REPS volunteers, many
of whom are also volunteers in other local
community organi sations .

Aunty Trish Levett

Peter acknowledged further grants towards
the cost of producing the book: $5,500 from
Wingecarribee Shire Council, and $3,000 from the
NSW Environmental Trust Thin Green Line
project. David Rush, from the National Parks
Association of NSW, who was also a member of
the book corrmittee, spoke about this project
which is funded by the NSW Environmental Trust
Bush Connect Program. Its aim is to connect
patches of forest between the national parks, by
providing funding and assistance to landholders to
manage areas of remnant forest, eliminate weeds
and feral animals, and plant trees to create wildlife
corridors. The importance of this work is
underlined by the fact that the area of forest east of
Robertson between cleared land at the top and
bottom of the escarpment is only 300 metres wide

- its thinnest point in NSW between Newcastle and
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the Victorian border. David also highlighted the
number of volunteer hours put in by book
committee members, which he calculated as over
$60,000 worth of in-kind contributions.

tours of the Rainforest Reserve and the Caalong
Creek regeneration area were also offered.

Our thanks go to the Rev. Graham Thomas
for the use of the church hall.

Stephen Jones at the CTC exhibition of
Cathryn's drawings

Display of plant photographs at the CTC

Report by Judith Mee

FFI

David Rush

The inaugural president of REPS and
contributor of maps and text to both editions of the
book, Allan Stiles, concluded the formal
proceedings with the official launch and unveiling
of the new book. Queues immediately formed to
buy copies of the book, which will continue to be
available from Maria Sava at the Book Nook in
Robertson.
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Book launched by Allan Stiles

Followirrg the conclusion of the launch,
those present were invited to view an exhibition of
botanical art by Cathy Coutts at the CTC. Guided
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Photos by Bob Mclnnes
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Some of those who worked on the project: Peter Glass, David Rush, Mark Tumer, Michael Meldrum,
Helen Tranter, Cathryn Coutts, Ted Smith, Jujiko Watt, Bob Mclnnes, Kevin Mills, Allan Stiles
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Audience in the hall at St. John's Church
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

Dear members and friends,
It is now some three months since our very

successful launch of the 2nd edition of A Guide to
the Robertson Rainforest - The trees, shrubs, vines
and ferns of the Yarrawa Brush.

Once again I must thank all those involved.
It was a marvellous day in Robertson.

Since the launch a lot of interest and
awareness in preserying our unique Robertson
Rainforest has been shown. This is, of course, one
urmong many reasons for us producing the book.

Many people, long time and new to the
area) with patches of rainforest on their properties
have contacted REPS for advice, which we have
been only too happy to help with.

Many thanks to those members who have
assisted and given their time

This just highlights a problem we have in
helping those who wish to regenerate and plant
rainforest species in their patches. We have no
supply of plants.

David Rush, the coordinator of THE THIN
GREEN LINE project, has been approached by
quite a few property owners, some as a result of
him speaking at the launch, wanting to regenerate
their rainforest patch but lack of plants has
hindered progress.

I would kindly ask all members, if able, to
collect seeds of rainforest species and to take them
to Native Grace nursery so that Luke at the nursery
can grow them on for David's work in
regeneration. In that way we can fulfil one of our
(REPS) aims to enhance the Robertson
environment.

I hope to see everyone at a REPS meeting
sometime soon.

Thank you,
Peter

ATALE OFTWO MAPS

For the 1993 edition of A Guide to the Yarrawo
Brush, the map showing rainforest patches was
compiled using current topographical and
geological maps as well as alarge number of aerial
photographs taken by Bob Mclnnes and me from a
light plane that flew for hours over the district.
Printed aenal photos from the Department of
Lands were also studied. Those were the days

before the now so familiar satellite images at

Google Maps, Google Earth, and Sixmaps, etc.

were available. Many site visits were made. Colour
could not be included. Knights Hill, separated from
the core area, was not included.

For the map in the 2021 edition more
sophisticated resources could be utilized, including
high-definition aerial photographs supplied by a

company called Nearmap that are regularly taken
and available to purchasers such as the WSC. I
enjoyed generous access to those by courtesy of
Ian Perkins, the Natural Resource Projects
Coordinator at the Council. A computer algorithm
had predicted thousands of rainforest patches in the
district (each with a distinguishing number) on a
digital map on a Council computer. It was
necessary to check u,hich of these were authentic
and it soon became obvious that a large number
were not; almost every garden in the villages and at
farms had been included, as \\'ere groves of exotic
trees such as u'illou's. privet. etc. Individual
wattles or eucalypts had to be excluded. Many sites
were visited, photos taken, species lists compiled,
and I acknowledge the u,elcome I had from
landholders on my visits. It \\'as interesting to be
thus able to add to my previous knorvledge of the
extent of surviving and regrown patches of the
local rainforest.

Knights Hill is in the Kiama Shire and we
thank that council for supplying its map of
rainforest patches there that had been prepared
earlier by Kevin Mills.

A future mapping project will investigate
and show where surviving patches of the original
rainforest still exist. Many of what we now see are
revegetated patches, as is part of the Robertson
Nature Reserve.

On the map in the book is a fascinating
rainforest patch that I was not previously familiar
with. It is south of Fitzroy Falls and east of Red
Hills Road. Inspection of the aerial and satellite
photos showed an interesting canopy texture. A
visit this year proved that it was certainly
populated with rainforest vegetation but is locally
unique. It is on fertile soil that had obviously once
been cleared for agnculture or grazing. A remnant
of an early stone structure remains. The
surrounding vegetation is sclerophyll forest.

Continued on p.8
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POETRY CORNER

Two more delightful verces from merrber Mark Turner- Bravo again Mark

Those Lockdown Blues

Saturday morning then ... Saturday morning how....

r
l;1 Drive all around

No parking is found
Stand in long queue

For coffee times two

The masses invade
Feels !ike a raid

They fill up the shops
Kids mums and pops

Bus-loads of punters
And souvenir hunters

Those tourists will flood
To the famous big spud

Fast cars, a bike club
Hear the hubbub

The Pass a race track
(don't give it a crack)

Hockey and tennis
The Show not to miss

Gardens and football
Local markets and all

Horse hitched to a rail
And blowing a gale

It's Robbo alright
Let's go fly a kite

Though we complain
Of the cold and the rain

Deep down inside
We take it with pride

A town now alone
Like a dog with no bone
Damp grey and cold
Life put on hold

For shopkeepers no fun
And no Cockatoo Run

But we look to the up-side
And hang on for the ride

Pollies call shame
And find who to blame
while that non-voting bug
grows increasingly smug

Being lonely and sad

Some days are just bad

Mask worn and QR

Don't travel too far

It comes down to this
The things that we miss

Passing time with a local
While strolling on Hoddle

If you feel you don't fit
Pack your lunch in a kit
Walk the rainforest trail
And pity Moss Vale

!t could be far worse
You're avoiding a hearse

Wear a smile not a frown
Be safe in our town
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Origina! poems are welcomed. Please contact Peter Glass on 4885 1921
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Continued from p.6
The most common and dominant pioneer species
on fertile soils in the Robertson district is
Blackwood, Acacia melanoxylon; it was not found
at this site but in its place was a closed forest
dominated by Pittosporum undulatum and Pencil
Cedars (Po,lyscias murrayi), as well as several of
the coflrmon species of vines, shrubs, and ferns, but
only a few Lilly Pilly and Sassafras were observed
on the perimeter of the patch.

Allan Stiles

NEW"FROM GWEN HARDEN PUBLISHING

When I met Gwen Harden at the book launch she

demonstrated her latest publication, a phone app
for identiffing rainforest species that can be
downloaded from https : //rainfbrests. neI. a.!r. .

Based on the USB, Rainforest Plants of
Australia, and the earlier Red and Green Books, it
includes 1,140 species, fact sheets and introductory
sections. There are about 8,000 images. From
professionals to those who are not familiar with the
use of keys or botanic terminology, it will
empower everyone who is interested in consenring
rainforests and learning more about them and their
species.

Features used for identification include:
leaf, flower, seed, bark, goographic distribution,
rainforest type and plant family.

It covers coastal rainforest types to drier
inland vine thickets of mainland eastern Australia
from Rockhampton to Victoria.

Users may key out and read descriptions of
1,140 species of trees, shrubs, mistletoes and
climbing plants.

104 naturalised species in rainforests are
included, of which 33 are listed as 'declared
noxious weeds'.

This app will enable you to have this
powerful identification key in your pocket at all
times and places. It makes identifications easier
and, in the field, immediate identifications are
possible. Before long you will wonder how you
ever lived without it.

UPCOMING EVENTS

We are still unfortunately under the varying Covid
restraints so our program for this year is in flux.

HELP CARE FOR OURNATURE RESERVE
Usually but temporarily postponed

I't Wednesday of each month from 9:30am -noon.

M eI i nd a. N orto n@enviro ryIt ent,nsw.go \'.4!!

REPS MEMBERSHIP

Membership is from November to November. If
you are not yet a member, please consider
becoming one.

CONTACT REPS

Those who are interested in supporting our aims
are welcome to join REPS. Our aim is to promote
the preseruation and enhancement of the
Robertson environment. We welcome contact with
individuals and other corlmunity groups.
For further info and subscriptions please contact:

President - Peter Glass on 4885 l92l ,

Vice-President - David Mee on 4885 1483

or PO Box 3045, Robertson 2577

Articles for Eucryphia may be sent to the editor,
Allan Stiles, zt eucr,r,phia@reps.org.au .

This newsletter is named for the beautiful local
rainforest tree, Eucryphia moorei, known as

Pinkwood or Plumwood. The REPS logo is based
on its leaves. It was named in honour of the
botanist and one-time director of the Royal Botanic
Garden at Sydney, Charles Moore (1820-1905).
The name should best be pronounced "you-criff-
ee-uh moore-eye."
Printed at the Community Technology Centre
(CTC), Robertson.
Disclaimer.' The views expressed tn Eucryphia are
not necessarily the views of the society

VISIT THE REPS WEBSITE
www.reps.org.au

Previous issues of Eucryphia and other pertinent
information may be read on this website.

Allan Stiles
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